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Rotationally resolved infrared spectra of the ν1 and ν3 N-H stretching vibrations of the Ar-NH2+ radical
ionic complex have been observed by means of photodissociation spectroscopy. The analysis of the rotational
structure shows that the complex has a 3Σ- ground electronic state with a linear or quasi-linear proton-bound
structure Ar-H-N-H+ characterized by an intermolecular center of mass separation of 3.085 Å. The origins
of the ν1 and ν3 bands were determined as 2803.65(2) and 3287.36(2) cm-1, and the frequency of the
intermolecular stretch vibration, νs, as 170.4(6) cm-1. Ab initio calculations performed at the UMP2 level of
theory confirm that the quasi-linearity and the diradical character of NH2+ in its electronic ground state are
not changed upon Ar complexation. The calculated properties of the intermolecular bond of the complex (De
) 1773 cm-1, RAr-H ∼ 2.01 Å, νs ∼ 185 cm-1) and the predicted complexation induced frequency shifts for
ν1 and ν3 are in good agreement with the experimental results.

1. Introduction
It is well-established that intermolecular forces play an
important role in many areas of physics, chemistry, and
biology.1,2 To understand these interactions from the microscopic point of view, detailed knowledge of the intermolecular
potential describing the interaction between the considered
species is required. In the last two decades, through the
application of high-resolution spectroscopic techniques, substantial progress has been achieved in the characterization of
intermolecular interaction potentials acting in neutral complexes.3-7 Owing to fruitful interplay between experiment and
theory, accurate intermolecular potential energy surfaces of a
few small dimers and trimers are now available.8-11
In contrast to neutral clusters, for ionic complexes highresolution spectroscopic data are fewer,12-16 mainly owing to
the experimental difficulties involved in the production of
sufficient number densities. The interest in charged species
arises partly from the fact that, owing to the electrostatic and
induction interactions caused by the additional charge, the bond
strengths and bond lengths in ionic complexes are intermediate
between strong chemical and weak neutral van der Waals bonds.
The usually small concentration of cluster ions in practically
all used ion sources requires highly sensitive spectroscopic
techniques. Though recently a few complexes have been studied
by direct absorption techniques,17-20 most high-resolution
spectra obtained so far have been recorded by photodissociation
of mass-selected species,12,21 and it is by this approach that the
infrared (IR) spectrum of Ar-NH2+ has been recorded.
The Ar-NH2+ complex is a further member in a series of
proton-bound complexes of the type B-HA+ that have been
characterized by their IR photodissociation spectra in our
laboratory. Thermochemical studies show that the stability of
such complexes is related to the difference in the proton affinities
(PA) of the two bases A and B.22 As for all of the complexes

studied so far the proton affinity of the base A (CO, N2, SiO,
NH3, O2, O) exceeded by far the one of B (B ) He, Ne, Ar,
H2), they can be considered as HA+ ions weakly distorted by
the ligand B.23-30 The degree of proton transfer from base A
to base B is correlated to the strength of the intermolecular bond
and the accompanying destabilization of the intramolecular
H-A bond. For example, for the Rg-HCO+ series (Rg ) He,
Ne, Ar) a linear dependence between the complexation-induced
red shift of the C-H stretch frequency and the PA of the Rg
atom has been found.31
The Ar-NH2+ complex has been chosen for several reasons.
(1) Neither spectroscopic nor theoretical data are available for
complexes composed of NH2+ and neutral ligands. (2) NH2+
is quasi-linear in its electronic ground state with a very low
barrier to linearity, so that even complexation with an inert
ligand like Ar might significantly change the potential along
the intramolecular bending coordinate. The IR spectrum of the
complex will be characteristic of either a bent or a linear
molecule depending on whether Ar complexation does or does
not lead to a significant increase of the barrier. (3) NH2+ is a
diradical in its electronic ground state. Only recently has an
advanced theoretical treatment of floppy molecular complexes
containing diradicals been developed,32,33 and there has been a
lack of high-resolution spectroscopic data on such complexes,
the two notable exceptions being the neutral O2-N2O complex34
and the cationic OH+-He/Ne clusters.30 As the parameter
describing the spin-spin interaction in diradical complexes
contains valuable information on the angular anisotropy of the
potential, the spectra of complexes of NH2+ (which is isoelectronic to OH+) with rare gas atoms provide information about
the magnitude of the angular rigidity in such open shell ionic
complexes.
The NH2+ ion, serving as the mid-infrared chromophore in
the Ar-NH2+ complex, is of importance in interstellar chemistry
of nitrogen-bearing molecules35-38 and plasmas containing
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molecular hydrogen and nitrogen. It is isoelectronic to CH2,
and the properties of its low-lying electronic states have been
investigated by numerous ab initio calculations.39-47 The
structure in the 3B1 ground state is bent (θ ∼ 153°, rN-H ∼
1.029 Å); however, the barrier to linearity (Vb ∼ 200 cm-1)
lies below the zero-point level of the bending vibration.
Therefore, NH2+ can be considered as a quasi-linear molecule
with a 3Σg- ground state (in D∞h). The correlation between the
rovibrational quantum numbers of the bent and the linear
configuration of triatomic molecules has been outlined in ref
45. Rovibrational calculations on the most recent ab initio
surface gave the following frequencies for the three fundamentals:46 ν1 ) 3136 cm-1 (symmetric N-H stretch), ν3 ) 3384
cm-1 (asymmetric N-H stretch), ν2bent ) 943 cm-1, and ν2linear
) 336 cm-1 (H-N-H bend).
In contrast to the theoretical side, less experimental spectroscopic information is available for the ground state of NH2+.
The ν2 frequency was derived as 940 ( 50 cm-1 from a
photoelectron spectrum of NH2,48 and the separation to the first
excited state (1A1) was measured as 1.305 ( 0.01 eV via
photoionization efficiency measurements.49 High-resolution
infrared absorption spectra of the ν3 (at 3359.9 cm-1) and
associated sequence bands yielded molecular constants for the
vibrational ground state, all three fundamentals, and several
overtones and combination bands.50,51
Complexation of the NH2+ ion with Ar has several effects
on its properties. (1) Both the ab initio calculations and the
experimental data presented below indicate that the Ar ligand
is linearly bound to one of the protons, with little effect on the
barrier to quasi-linearity of the monomer. Thus, the complex
can also be treated as a (quasi-)linear species, and throughout
this paper the linear molecule notation will be used for the
analysis of the experimental data. (2) In the complex (C∞V)
the inversion symmetry of the quasi-linear monomer (D∞h) is
lifted, and the rovibrational selection rules and the nuclear spin
statistical weights change as well. (3) The proton involved in
the intermolecular bond (“bound H”) is slightly transferred from
N to Ar resulting in a destabilization of this N-H bond upon
complexation. This effect, together with the modification of
the normal coordinates, can be monitored by following the
complexation-induced frequency shifts of the N-H stretch
vibrations.
2. Experimental Section
Infrared spectra of the Ar-NH2+ complex have been obtained
by means of photodissociation spectroscopy in a tandem mass
spectrometer. The experimental setup has been described in
detail previously.52,53 The parent complex was produced in an
electron impact ion source by expanding a mixture of Ar, He,
and NH3 in a ratio of approximately 15:1:0.001 at a backing
pressure of 3 bar through a pulsed nozzle. The first quadrupole
mass spectrometer selected Ar-NH2+ out of the variety of ions
present in the skimmed supersonic expansion. Subsequently,
the parent ion beam was injected through a 90° quadrupole
deflector into an octopole ion guide where it was overlapped
in space and time with a counterpropagating infrared laser pulse
(bandwidth 0.02 cm-1) emitted by an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) laser system. The absorbed photon energy
exceeded the lowest dissociation limit of the cluster ion and
eventually induced its fragmentation into NH2+ and Ar. The
produced fragment ions were filtered by the second quadrupole
mass spectrometer and finally sensed with a Daly detector.54
Photofragmentation spectra of Ar-NH2+ were recorded by
monitoring the NH2+ fragment current as a function of the IR
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Figure 1. Calculated structures of the bent (global minima) and linear
(transition states) configurations of NH2+ and Ar-NH2+. Distances are
given in Å, and the binding energies (De) of the intermolecular bonds
(in brackets) are given in cm-1.

laser frequency. To compensate for any background signal,
mainly caused by metastable decomposition of hot parent species
in the octopole, the ion source was triggered at twice the laser
frequency (20 Hz), and the signal with the laser off was
subtracted from that with the laser on. The fragment ion signal
was normalized for laser pulse intensity variations measured
with an InSb IR detector.
The laser frequency was calibrated by Etalon fringes of the
OPO and simultaneously recorded optoacoustic spectra of HDO,
C2H2, and NH3 utilizing the signal and idler outputs of the
OPO.55 The transition frequencies have been corrected for the
Doppler shift caused by the 5 ( 1 eV kinetic energy of the
parent ions in the octopole. The absolute precision of the
calibration is limited to 0.01 cm-1 by a combination of the OPO
bandwidth and the uncertainty in the kinetic energy of the ions.
3. Ab Initio Calculations
The experimental approach is complemented by ab initio
calculations employing the GAUSSIAN 94 program package.56
The aim of these calculations was to estimate the effects of
Ar complexation on the properties of the NH2+ monomer (e.g.,
geometry, vibrational frequencies, and barrier to linearity) as
well as to characterize features of the intermolecular interaction
in the complex (e.g., intermolecular separation, binding energy,
and intermolecular frequencies).
The electronic ground states of the NH2+ monomer and
Ar-NH2+ dimer have been investigated at the UMP2 level of
theory. The basis set contained Ahlrichs VTZ functions for
the core electrons, which were augmented with diffuse and
polarization functions taken from the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.57
The contraction scheme can be described as N(11s, 7p, 3d, 2f)
f (7s, 4p, 3d, 2f), H(6s, 3p, 2d) f (4s, 3p, 2d), and Ar(13s,
10p, 3d, 2f) f (8s, 6p, 3d, 2f). All coordinates were allowed
to relax during the search for stationary points. Calculated
binding energies of the dimer were corrected for the basis set
superposition error58 and the relaxation energy arising from the
deformation of NH2+ upon complex formation.59 The results
of the calculations are summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1.
Harmonic vibrational frequencies were scaled by a factor of
0.940 12 to match the experimental ν3 frequency of NH2+ with
that calculated for the linear configuration. The linear geometry
was preferred to the bent one for the determination of the scaling
factor, as the quasi-linearity of NH2+ is maintained in the ArNH2+ dimer.
Geometry optimizations at the employed level of theory led
to a bent equilibrium structure for NH2+, with a bond angle
(150.4°) and an N-H separation (1.027 Å) in close agreement
with previous calculations. The linear transition state lies 152
cm-1 higher in energy and features a slightly shorter N-H bond
(1.026 Å) compared to the bent geometry. As expected, neither
of the ν1 or ν3 frequencies depend strongly on the bending angle.
For quasi-linear triatomic molecules the harmonic approach
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TABLE 1: Geometries (in Å) and Scaled Harmonic Frequencies (in cm-1) of the Bent and Linear Configurations of NH2+ and
Ar-NH2+ (Ar-H1-N-H2) Obtained from the UMP2 Calculations (See Figure 1)a
species
(symmetry)
+

NH2 (C2V)
NH2+ (D∞h)
Ar-NH2+ (Cs)
Ar-NH2+ (C∞V)
species
(symmetry)
+

NH2 (C2V)
NH2+ (D∞h)
Ar-NH2+ (Cs)

Ar-NH2+ (C∞V)
a

rN-H1/2
(rN-H1/rN-H2)
1.0272
1.0263
1.0485/1.0252
1.0511/1.0246

RAr-H1

∠H1-N-H2

∠Ar-H1-N

2.0194
1.9945

150.4°
180.0°
153.3°
180.0°

179.8°
180.0°

ν3

ν1

ν2

νs

νb

3339.5
(637/b2)
3359.9
(807/σu+)
3270.4
(740/a′)

3088.0
(37/a1)
3070.1
(0/σg+)
2814.1
(1045/a′)

770.6
(143/a1)
571.0i
(389/πu)
777.6
(94/a′)

178.9
(91/a′)

3278.6
(868/σg)

2761.6
(1181/σg)

222.7i
(62/π)

187.8
(96/σg)

274.4
(16/a′)
462.0
(55/a′′)
455.3
(220/π)

IR intensities (in km/mol) and vibrational symmetries are given in brackets.

usually fails to predict reliable experimental bending frequencies.
Therefore, the ν2 frequencies in Table 1 cannot directly be
related to experimental data, and they are only listed for
completeness.
The most stable structure of the Ar-NH2+ dimer corresponds
to a proton-bound configuration where the Ar ligand forms an
almost linear Ar-H-N bond to the bent NH2+ ion. The
intermolecular bond is characterized by a well depth De ) 1773
cm-1, an Ar-H separation of RAr-H ) 2.02 Å, and an
intermolecular stretching frequency νs ) 179 cm-1. A significant transfer of the bound proton (H1 in Table 1) toward the
Ar atom is evident from the lengthening of the respective N-H
bond by 0.02 Å. On the other hand, the free N-H bond is
almost unaffected. The barrier to quasi-linearity is reduced to
66 cm-1 upon complexation and, apart from the H-N-H angle,
the structure and energetics of the linear transition state are
similar to those of the bent global minimum. This concerns in
particular the intermolecular bond (e.g., De, νs, and RAr-H) as
well as the complexation-induced frequency shifts of the N-H
stretching vibrations (ν1 and ν3).
Complexation with Ar has a drastic influence on the direction
of the normal coordinates of the N-H stretch vibrations. The
symmetric (ν1) and antisymmetric (ν3) N-H stretch modes of
the monomer transform to vibrations in the complex that can
be characterized to a good approximation by a bound and free
N-H stretch, respectively. This results in a large complexationinduced red shift of 274 (309) cm-1 for ν1, and a somewhat
smaller one of 69 (81) cm-1 for ν3 in the bent (linear)
configuration. Owing to the inversion symmetry, the ν1
vibration is IR-forbidden in the monomer. However, as
complexation breaks this symmetry, the ν1 mode becomes
infrared-allowed in Ar-NH2+, and according to the calculation
its oscillator strength even exceeds that of the strong IR active
ν3 mode.
The binding energy of the C2V structure with the Ar atom
bound to the N atom (RAr-N ) 2.725 Å) was calculated as 967
cm-1. The derived barrier for the internal rotation of NH2+
within the complex, Vb ) 806 cm-1, is sufficiently high to
completely quench the effects of this internal motion at the
spectral resolution available in the present experiment.
4. Spectrum and Vibrational Assignment
Figure 2 reproduces an overview of the recorded photodissociation spectrum of Ar-NH2+ in the range of 2500-3600

Figure 2. Overview of the observed photodissociation spectrum of
Ar-NH2+. Selected parts of the spectrum are vertically expanded by a
factor of 10 to show the weak features. As the whole spectrum is
composed of several scans, the relative intensities of widely spaced
transitions are only approximate.

cm-1. As the spectrum is composed of several shorter scans
that were recorded separately, only the relative intensities of
closely spaced transitions are reliable. The spectrum is dominated by two strong transitions centered at 2804 and 3287 cm-1,
and their Σ-Σ type rotational substructure confirms the quasilinear geometry of the complex. By comparison with the ab
initio calculations, they can be safely attributed to the ν1 and
ν3 fundamentals of the complex. The predicted frequencies of
around 2790 and 3275 cm-1 (averages of the values calculated
for the linear and bent geometries) agree well with the
experimental values. Moreover, the intensity of the ν1 band,
which is zero for the monomer, exceeds that of the strong ν3
transition of the complex, consistent with the calculated IR
intensities (Table 1).
A weak Σ-Σ type band appears approximately 197 cm-1 to
the blue of the ν1 transition. Its position and strength suggest
an assignment to the combination band ν1 + νs, where νs denotes
the intermolecular stretching vibration. Similar transitions have
previously been observed for the related Ar-HCO+ 52 and
He/Ne-HN2+ 60,61 complexes.
Around 27 cm-1 above ν1, a sequence band is observed that
is attributed to ν1 + νs r νs. From comparison with ν1 + νs,
the frequency of the intermolecular stretching frequency in the
vibrational ground state can be inferred as 170 cm-1, which
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Figure 3. Photodissociation spectrum of the ν3 band of Ar-NH2+.

corresponds closely to the calculated frequency of around 185
cm-1. Moreover, the spectrum reveals a very weak Σ-Σ type
transition 170 cm-1 to the red of ν1, which consequently can
be interpreted as ν1 r νs hot band. The analysis of the rotational
substructure of the considered transitions supports these assignments (see below). Further sequence bands involving ν1 are
observed with rapidly decreasing intensity to the blue side of
the ν1 band, and they are almost certainly due to ν1 + νx r νx,
where νx are progressions and combinations of the intermolecular vibrations (mνs + nνb).
Near the ν1 r νs hot band the spectrum shows another weak
transition that contains a strong Q branch (2668 cm-1) indicative
of a Σ-Π type band. Its position and strength is compatible
with an assignment to the ν1 r νb hot band, which would result
in a frequency for the intermolecular bend (νb) of approximately
136 cm-1. However, this interpretation is tentative. A further
band with complicated structure is located near 3476 cm-1, and
its assignment is not obvious (see below).
5. Rotational Analysis
A (quasi-)linear structure of the complex has been assumed
for the rotational analysis, because the spectrum did not show
any evidence for a bent configuration of the Ar-NH2+ complex.
As the splittings caused by the electron spin were resolved near
the origin of the ν3 band, a Hamiltonian was adopted that
consisted of the usual terms for the rotational energy of a
semirigid linear molecule including the electron spin interaction
appropriate for a 3Σ- electronic state

H ) BN2 - DN4 + 2/3λ(3S2z - S2) + γN‚S

(1)

Here, B and D designate the rotational and centrifugal distortion
constants while the third and fourth term correspond to the spinspin and spin-rotation interaction, respectively. Hund’s case
(b) wave functions have been used to diagonolize the Hamiltonian matrix taken from Table 1a of ref 51, where the notation
has been changed from R to (2/3)λ and from a - a0 to γ.
5.1. ν3 Band. Figure 3 details the photodissociation
spectrum obtained for the ν3 band of Ar-NH2+, and Figure 4
shows an expanded view of this band near the band center. The
fine structure caused by the electron spin interaction could be
(at least partly) resolved for levels with J smaller than five. In
total, more than 130 rotational lines could be assigned, with J
quantum numbers ranging from 0 to 56. The observed lines
are least-squares fitted to the transition frequencies calculated
from the Hamiltonian in eq 1. In cases where the fine structure
could not be resolved, the line was fitted to the estimated center
of the rotational line derived from the Hamiltonian without the
fine structure interaction.

Figure 4. Central part of the experimental photodissociation spectrum
of the ν3 band of Ar-NH2+ (top) and a simulation utilizing the rotational
constants of Table 2, a convolution width of 0.04 cm-1, and a rotational
temperature of 80 K.

TABLE 2: Molecular Constants (in cm-1) of Various
Vibrational States of Ar-NH2+d
constant

ν3 band

ν1 band

ν0
B′
D′
λ′
γ′b
B′′
D′′
λ′′
γ′′b

3287.356 99(81)
0.152 040(25)
4.467(59) × 10-7
0.9020(61)
-2.24 × 10-4
0.151 965(25)
4.715(58) × 10-7
0.9054(61)
-2.26 × 10-4

2803.647(11)
0.157 181(66)
3.68(59) × 10-7

a

0.151 965c
4.715 × 10-7c

a Absolute accuracy of calibration is 0.01 cm-1. b The spin-rotation
constants were fixed to the estimated values derived from the spinrotation constants of the monomer by scaling them with the ratio of
the rotational constants. c Fixed to the values derived from the analysis
of the ν3 band. d Figures in parentheses are standard deviations.
Experimental line positions are available from authors upon request.

The fits revealed weak perturbations for the upper state J
levels between 24 and 30 and 35-39, which caused deviations
from the unperturbed energies of up to 0.03 cm-1. Since the
perturbing states were not identified, these lines were excluded
from the analysis. Finally, 103 weighted lines were fitted within
0.014 cm-1, resulting in a standard deviation of 0.0054 cm-1.
These values are consistent with the observed line width of 0.04
cm-1. A table listing the observed and calculated wavenumbers
and the residuals of the fit is available upon request.
The molecular constants derived from the ν3 band of the
complex are listed in Table 2. The spin-spin interaction
constant as well as the rotational and centrifugal distortion
constants were determined for the ground and ν3 states. Because
the effects of the spin-rotation interaction were not prominent,
the spin-rotation constants were fixed in both states to the values
calculated from the corresponding spin-rotation constants of
the NH2+ radical ion by scaling them with the ratio of the
rotational constants of the complex and the monomer. Fixing
these constants to zero affected the spin-spin interaction
constants only within one standard deviation, whereas the effects
on the other constants were negligible.
Figure 4 reproduces a simulation of the ν3 band spectrum
utilizing the molecular constants listed in Table 2, a convolution
width of 0.04 cm-1, and a rotational temperature of 80 K.
Though this temperature was found to approximately reproduce
the band envelope, the population of low J levels is better
described by a lower temperature of 50 K while for the highest
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In the actual analysis, the effects of the centrifugal distortion
in the upper and lower vibrational states were also included,
wherein the D constants were constrained to either the ground
or ν1 state values depending on the degree of ν1 excitation. The
latter restriction will cause somewhat larger errors for transitions
with heads at higher J levels. Table 3 summarizes the results
obtained for the various transitions. They include the positions
of the band centers and heads (with approximate J label) and
the rotational constants obtained for lower and upper states. For
comparison, the corresponding constants for the ground, ν3, and
ν1 states derived from the detailed rotational analysis are
presented as well. The rotational constant in the νs state
determined from the ν1 + νs r νs transition was, within the
uncertainties, the same as that derived from the analysis of the
ν1 r νs band, confirming the assignment of a common lower
vibrational state.

Figure 5. Experimental photodissociation spectrum of the ν1 band of
Ar-NH2+ (top) and a simulation utilizing the rotational constants of
Table 2, a convolution width of 0.2 cm-1, and a rotational temperature
of 80 K. The formation of an early head in the P branch indicates the
contraction of the intermolecular bond upon vibrational excitation.

observed J levels temperatures larger than 100 K are more
appropriate. Similar nonthermal population distributions have
previously been observed for other ionic complexes produced
in the employed ion source.24,30 The convolution width of 0.04
cm-1 is slightly larger than the laser resolution of 0.02 cm-1.
As the spectrum shown in Figure 4 was obtained by summing
20 single scans, calibration errors and averaging procedures
might have slighly increased the observed bandwidth. Single
scans recorded at low laser power reveal a similar width for
strong lines with high J quantum numbers, where the fine
structure splitting should be below 0.005 cm-1. In any case,
the observed width provides a lower limit for the lifetime of
the ν3 state levels of approximately 130 ps.
5.2. ν1 Band. In contrast to the ν3 band, the fine structure
of the ν1 transition could not be resolved owing to homogeneous
line broadening induced by fast vibrational predissociation
(Figure 5). From the observed line width of 0.2 cm-1, the
lifetime of the ν1 excited state could be determined as ≈25 ps.
The electron spin fine structure interaction terms were therefore
neglected for the rotational analysis of this band. In addition,
the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants of the ground
vibrational state were fixed to the values determined from the
analysis of the ν3 band.
In total, 48 lines could be assigned within the ν1 band, over
J quantum numbers from 2 to 35. Upper state perturbations
centered at J ) 15, 18, and 33 produced deviations of 0.3, 0.2,
and 0.1 cm-1 from the unperturbed energies, respectively.
Therefore, the lines terminating in levels with J ) 12-23 and
J ) 33 were not included in the analysis. The remaining
weighted 33 lines could be fitted within 0.05 cm-1, resulting in
a standard deviation of 0.02 cm-1. These values are in line
with the observed line width of 0.2 cm-1. The molecular
constants derived from the final fit are listed in Table 2.
5.3. Other Vibrational Bands. The rotational structure of
the other weak bands were only partly resolved, preventing the
usual rotational analysis. However, as the positions of the
respective band origins, band heads, and Q branches were
prominent for these transitions, the following relationship was
used to estimate the rotational constants of the upper and lower
states:62

νH - ν0 ) -

(B′ + B′′)2
4(B′ - B′′)

(2)

6. Discussion
As the intermolecular interaction of the inert Ar atom with
the NH2+ cation in its electronic ground state is weak, the
electronic wave function of NH2+ is only slightly perturbed by
complexation. The fine structure resolved in the ν3 band clearly
confirms that the triplet character of the ground state of the
monomer is conserved in the complex. The ab initio calculations predict for both NH2+ and Ar-NH2+ a bent equilibrium
geometry, however, with the barrier to linearity lying below
the zero-point energy. The spectra of Ar-NH2+ provided no
evidence for a semirigid nonlinear geometry, confirming the
quasi-linearity of the complex.
The molecular constants extracted from the experimental
spectra provide useful information about several properties of
the intermolecular bond in each detected vibrational state (Table
4). Treating Ar-NH2+ as a pseudodiatomic molecule,63 the
intermolecular center of mass separation, Rcm, can be estimated
from the rotational constants of the complex and the monomer
under the assumption that the monomer geometry (rN-H )
1.0251 Å) is not affected upon complexation. For the vibrational ground state of Ar-NH2+, a value of Rcm ) 3.0848(3) Å
is obtained. This gives rise to a H-Ar separation of 2.0597(3)
Å using a N-H separation of 1.025 10(4) Å, which was
calculated from the rotational constant of the quasi-linear
monomer (7.957 59(74) cm-1 51). According to the ab initio
calculation, the bound N-H bond is lengthened by ca. 0.02 Å,
which gives a corrected intermolecular Ar-H separation of 2.04
Å, in good agreement with the ab initio values of 2.02 and 1.99
Å for the bent and linear structures, respectively. The harmonic
force constant (ks) and frequency (ωs) of the intermolecular
stretching vibration derived from the molecular constants are
19.7(3) N/m and 171(1) cm-1. The latter value is consistent
with the ab initio frequency of around 185 cm-1 and the value
extracted from hot and sequence bands, νs ) 170.4(6) cm-1.
Excitation of ν1 leads to a considerable increase of the
intermolecular interaction, as indicated by the increased values
for ks (28(5) N/m) and ωs (203(17) cm-1). The harmonic
intermolecular stretching frequency compares well with the
measured value of 197.2(8) cm-1. The intermolecular separation in the ν1 state is by approximately 0.05 Å shorter than that
of the ground state. Excitation of ν3 also leads to a stabilization
of the intermolecular bond; however, the effects are much
smaller compared to ν1. The slight decrease in the intermolecular bond length (e0.001 Å) is accompanied by a small
increase in ks (20.8(3) N/m) and ωs (175.5(1.0) cm-1). The
approximate rotational constants of the νs and νs + ν1 states in
Table 3 indicate that the intermolecular bond stretches by 0.03(1)
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TABLE 3: Vibrational Assignments of the Observed Transitions of Ar-NH2+g
ν0

transition
ν3
ν1
ν1 + ν s
ν1 + ν s r νs
ν1 r νs
ν1 r νbf

3287.35699(81)
2803.647(11)b
3000.80(50)
2830.30(80)
2633.30(60)
2667.60(30)

νH

head

B′a

B′′a

2799.23(50)
2988.30(30)
2825.70(20)
2630.30(20)
2661.65(10)

P(28)
P(67)
P(30)
P(19)
P(37)

0.152 040(25)
0.157 181(66)
0.153 16(71)
0.153 16d
0.157 181e
0.157 181e

0.151 965(25)
0.151 965c
0.151 965c
0.148 4(11)
0.149 4(16)
0.153 34(28)

b

a
Rotational constants obtained from analysis of the position of the band origins and band heads (except for ν1 and ν3). b Absolute accuracy of
calibration is 0.01 cm-1. c Fixed to value determined from the analysis of the ν3 band. d Fixed to value determined from the analysis of the ν1 +
νs band. e Fixed to value determined from the analysis of the ν1 band. f Uncertain assignment. g Listed are band origins (ν0), band heads (νH) with
estimated J assignments, and rotational constants of the lower and upper states of the respective transitions. Figures in parentheses are estimated
1σ error limits. All values are given in cm-1.

TABLE 4: Parameters of the Intermolecular Bond in
Various Vibrational States of Ar-NH2+ Extracted from the
Molecular Constants by Treating the Complex as a
Pseudodiatomic Moleculea
parameter

ground state

ν3

ν1

Rcm (Å)
RH-Ar (Å)
ks (N/m)
ωs (cm-1)
νs (cm-1)

3.0848(3)
2.0597(3)
19.7(3)
171(1)
170.35(60)

3.0840(3)
2.0589(3)
20.8(3)
175.5(1.0)

3.0321(6)
2.007(6)
28(5)
203(17)
197.2(8)

a

Also given are the experimental values for νS.

Å upon excitation of νs in both the intramolecular ground and
ν1 excited states. In contrast, excitation of the intermolecular
bending mode shortens the vibrationally averaged H-Ar
separation by 0.012(5) Å. Such a contraction is typical for
bending modes of linear rod and ball complexes and supports
the assignment of the Σ-Π type transition at 2668 cm-1 to the
ν1 r νb hot band.
The significant effects of ν1 excitation on the molecular
properties can be rationalized in the following way. As the ν1
vibration corresponds mainly to the bound N-H stretch,
vibrational excitation of this mode leads to significant stretching
of this bond. The induced proton transfer toward the Ar ligand
enhances the Ar-H interaction. This stabilization of the
intermolecular bond causes the intramolecular N-H bond to
become weaker, and both effects are visible in the respective
frequency shifts: ν1 decreases considerably upon complexation,
while νs increases upon ν1 excitation. On the other hand,
excitation of the free N-H stretch (ν3) has almost no effect on
the properties of the intermolecular bond.
The ab initio calculations predict an intermolecular well depth
De ) 1773 cm-1 for the ground vibrational state. The observed
complexation-induced frequency shifts are a measure of the
changes in the intermolecular binding energy (D0) upon excitation of the respective vibration. For the ν3 vibration, which
corresponds to the asymmetric stretch in the monomer and the
free stretch in the dimer, the measured red shift of 72.6 cm-1
indicates that the interaction increases only slightly upon
vibrational excitation, consistent with the conclusions drawn
from the rotational analysis. The frequency of the symmetric
stretch (ν1) of the monomer is not known experimentally, and
calculated values obtained from a simple valence-bond model
of a linear symmetric XY2 molecule (3143 cm-1 64), ab initio
calculations (3088 and 3070 cm-1, see Table 1), and rovibrational calculations (3128.4,44 3118,42 3051.43,45 3052.3,43 and
3135.98 cm-1 46) range from 3050 to 3150 cm-1. Thus, the ν1
origin of the complex at 2803.6 cm-1 implies a complexationinduced red shift of the order of 300 ( 50 cm-1. As ν1 can be
interpreted as bound N-H stretch in the complex, such a large
shift is expected and compatible with the rotational analysis of
the ν1 band.

The observed predissociation lifetimes of 25 ps in the ν1 state
and g130 ps in the higher lying ν3 state indicate that the
involved dynamical processes are nonstatistical and highly
mode-selective. The rapid energy transfer from the ν1 state to
the intermolecular degrees of freedom results from an efficient
coupling of the bound N-H stretch and intermolecular stretch
motions. On the other hand, this coupling is weak for the free
N-H stretch leading to the substantially longer lifetime. A
similar effect has been noted previously for other neutral65 and
ionic complexes.66 A correlation between the predissociation
rate and the square of the complexation-induced frequency shifts
has been found experimentally for a variety of complexes,67
and a theoretical model explaining this relation has been
developed.68 This rule appears to be compatible with the
observations for the ν1 and ν3 modes of Ar-NH2+. It predicts
the ν3 lifetime to be of the order of 450 ( 150 ps, consistent
with the lower limit of 130 ps derived from the experiment.
It is instructive to compare the properties of the quasi-linear
Ar-NH2+ complex with those of the related closed-shell linear
proton-bound Ar-HCO+ complex.18,52 The interaction strength
in proton-bound complexes of the type B-HA+ is related to
the difference in the proton affinities (PA) of the two bases A
and B. As the PA of CO and NH are almost identical (600 vs
590 kJ/mol35) and much higher than that of Ar (371 kJ/mol69),
the intermolecular bonds of their protonated ions with Ar should
feature very similar properties. Indeed, the calculated binding
energy of Ar-HCO+ 70 is close to that of Ar-NH2+ (De ) 1551
vs 1773 cm-1) derived at the same level of theory. The slightly
weaker bond in Ar-HCO+ 18 is reflected in a smaller harmonic
force constant for the intermolecular stretch vibration (17.0 vs
19.7(3) N/m) and a larger Ar-H separation (2.158 vs 2.06 Å).
Moreover, the red shift in the ν1 vibration (274 vs 300 ( 50
cm-1) also appears to be slightly smaller in Ar-HCO+.52
In contrast to the rotational and centrifugal distortion constants, which provide information mainly on the structure and
intermolecular bond strength of the Ar-NH2+ complex, the
parameter describing the electron spin interaction in the openshell diradical complex contains information on the angular part
of the intermolecular potential energy surface.30,33,34 Assuming
that the electromagnetic properties of NH2+ are not affected by
the weak interaction with the Ar ligand, the spin-spin constant
of the complex depends on the spin-spin constant of the
monomer and the degree of zero-point bending excursion of
the monomer within the complex34

λAr-NH2+ ) λNH2+ 〈1/2(3 cos2 θ - 1)〉

(3)

Using a monomer value of λNH2+ ) 1.035(13) cm-1,51 one
obtains 〈cos2 θ〉 ) 0.916(4) and 〈θ2〉1/2 ) 16.6(4)° for the ground
state of the complex. This intermolecular bending angle
corresponds to a harmonic frequency for the intermolecular
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bending vibration of 190(9) cm-1. In section 4 the band at
2667.6 cm-1 has tentatively been assigned to the ν1 r νb hot
band, which would result in a somewhat lower bending
frequency of 136 cm-1. The discrepancy between these two
values may arise from the deficiencies of the model, which
neglects the effects of anharmonicity, angular-radial coupling,
and quasi-linearity, or from a misassignment of the 2667.6 cm-1
transition.
One or more overlapping weak transitions with unidentified
symmetry are observed in the 3465-3485 cm-1 region. A sharp
feature centered at 3475.7(3) cm-1 could either be a Q branch
of a Π-Σ transition or a highly degraded P or R branch band
head of a Σ-Σ transition. Weak signals appear to both sides
of the sharp feature. One possible candidate for a Σ-Σ type
transition is the ν3 + νs band. The νs frequency in the
intramolecular ground state was deduced as 170.4 cm-1. From
the rotational analysis of the ν3 band one can estimate that the
νs frequency increases by around 5 cm-1 upon ν3 excitation,
giving rise to a predicted band origin of 3463 cm-1 for ν3 + νs.
Thus, part of the weak structure to the red of the sharp feature
may be due to ν3 + νs. Contour simulations using reasonable
upper state rotational constants (estimated from the νs state)
show, however, that the sharp feature is probably not due to a
R branch head of ν3 + νs. Therefore, an assignment of this
feature to the Q branch of ν3 + νb has been considered. This
would give rise to a bending frequency of 188 cm-1, which
would be compatible with the harmonic value deduced from
the spin-spin constant (see above). However, it is significantly
higher than the value deduced from the ν1 r νb hot band, νb
)136 cm-1, questioning either of the two assignments, as the
intermolecular bond is almost not affected upon ν3 excitation.
An alternative assignment to the intramolecular combination
band ν1 + ν2 leads to a frequency for ν2 of ∼ 672 cm-1. This
value is much higher than the estimated monomer fundamental
frequency of ν2linear ) 336 cm-1.46 Though intramolecular
bending frequencies of linear molecules usually increase
substantially upon formation of linear complexes with rare gas
atoms, the complications arising from the quasi-linearity prevent
a reliable estimate of this effect in Ar-NH2+. Thus, the
definitive assignment of the structure observed in the 34653485 cm-1 range awaits further experimental and/or theoretical
data.
7. Conclusion
The electronic ground state of the Ar-NH2+ radical ionic
complex has been studied by both high-resolution IR predissociation spectroscopy and ab initio calculations at the UMP2
level of theory. The results, which represent the first spectroscopic and theoretical characterization for this diradical cluster,
can be summarized as follows.
The complex has a quasi-linear proton-bound Ar-HNH+
structure in its 3Σ- ground state, and the intermolecular bond
is characterized by a binding energy De ) 1773 cm-1, an
intermolecular Ar-H separation of approximately 2.04 Å, and
a harmonic intermolecular stretching force constant of 19.7(3)
N/m. Both the calculations and the rotational structure of the
observed transitions show that complexation with Ar has only
a small effect on the quasi-linearity of HNH+ and does not
change its diradical character. In contrast, complexation has a
drastic effect on the properties of the N-H stretch normal
coordinates. The asymmetric (ν3) and symmetric (ν1) N-H
stretch vibrations of the monomer are transformed into a free
and bound N-H stretch in the complex, respectively. While
the intermolecular interaction in the ν3 state is similar to that in
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the vibrational ground state, excitation of the ν1 vibration leads
to a significantly stronger, and thus shorter, intermolecular bond.
The latter effect can be explained by a partial transfer of the
intermediate proton from N to Ar, which results in the
destabilization of the bound N-H bond. The free N-H bond
is nearly unaffected. In addition, the observed predissociation
lifetimes were found to be mode-selective. The much shorter
lifetime of the ν1 state (25 ps) compared to the higher-lying ν3
state (g130 ps) arises from the more efficient coupling of the
bound N-H stretch vibration to the intermolecular stretching
mode as compared to the free N-H stretch. The complexationinduced 12.5% decrease of the spin-spin interaction constant
results from the large amplitude intermolecular bending vibration
and corresponds in the rod and ball model to an average
intermolecular bending angle of 17°. In general, the properties
of the intermolecular bond in the Ar-HNH+ complex were
found to be close to those of the previously studied Ar-HCO+
complex, and this observation has been rationalized by the
similar proton affinities of NH and CO.
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